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PART 1: MATHEMATICAL REVIEW
The following is a review of some basic definitions, notations and relations from 
linear algebra, geometry, and calculus that will be used frequently throughout this 
book.
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1 . LIN E A R  A L G E B R A
Tite purpose of this chapter is to review those aspects of linear algebra and cal­
culus, that will be of importance in the chapters to follow.
VECTOR SPACES
A column n-vector is defined as an array of n numbers which may be real or com­




The number a; is referred to as the ith component of the vector a. Similarly we can 
define a row n-vector as
aT =  [a1,a2,...,an] ,
where the superscript T denotes the transposition operation.
Two vectors a =  [a1,a2,...,an]T and b =  [b1?b2,...,bn]T are equal if a; = b j, 
i =  l,2,...,n.
The sum of the vectors a and b denoted as a+b is the vector 
a +  b =  Ja1 +  b1;a2 +  b2,...,an +  bnjT .
The operation of addition of vectors has the following properties:
(i) The operation is commutative;
a +  b =  b +  a ,
(ii) The operation is associative;
(iii) There is a o vector
(a  +  b) +  c == a  +  (b +  c) ,
o =  [0,0,...,0]T .
Note that : ■' . \ - ■. v’ ■ 'V ■
fl, -j- O := O St == St •
The following vector
• _ rp
[a.j bi , a2 b2, a n ' bnj
is called the difference between a and b and is denoted as a — b.
The vector o -- b is denoted as —b and is called an inverse vector of b. Note that
'' "-V- V ; ;
b +  (a — b) =  a ,
- ( - b )  =  b ,
—(a — b) =  b — a  .
The vector a -- b is the unique solution of the vector equation
' ' ■' ■ • ’ ' .- a  +.-X =  b .
Indeed, suppose x =-  [x1,x2, ...,xn]T is a solution to a +  x =  b. Then
+  Xj =  bj , a2 +  X2 — b2,...,an +  Xn bn ,
hence 
and thus
Xj =  bj aj (i =  l,...,n) ,
x =  b — a  .
We define an operation of scalar multiplication as follows
a a  =  Jora1, aa2 aan]T . 
This operation has the following properties:
(i) distributive laws hold
a(a  +  b) =  a a  +  ab  , 
(a  +  (3)& =  a a  +  /3a ,
(ii) the operation is associative
a(/3a) = (a/3)a ,
(iii) there is an identity such that
la  =  a ,
(iv) 'Geo =  o,
(v) Oai,= 6 ,
(vi) (—l)a  =  — a .
Note that
eta =  o
if and only if a  =  O or a =  o. Indeed a a  = o  is equivalent to
a&i = aa2 — ... =  aan =  O .
If a  =  O or a — O then a a  =  o. If a ^  O then at least one of its components 0.
' • . f ' - •
For this component aa^ =  6, hence we have to have a  =  0 and similar arguments can 
be applied to the case when a  ^  0.
A set of nonvanishing vectors is said to be linearly independent if the
equality
a Ia I +  a 2a 2 +  ••• +  ^k ak = O - '  
implies that all coefficients (i =  l,...,k) are equal to zero.
6
The set of the nonvanishing vectors aj,...,ak is linearly dependent if at least one a j 
does not vanish.
Note that a set composed of a single vector a  =  o is linearly dependent, for if 
a Q then aa  =  ao — o.
A set composed of a single nonvanishing vector a  ^  o is linearly independent since
a a  =  o implies a = G .
A vector a  is said to be a linear combination of vectors a j ,a 2,...,ak if there is a set 
of numbers CK1,...,CKk such that
a — CKja1 -f a 2a 2 + ... + Q^ak . ' .
A set of vectors a^ is linearly dependent if and only if one of the vectors from
the set is a linear combination of the remaining vectors.
Indeed, if a j,...,ak are linearly dependent then
^ a i +  a 2a2 +  . . .+  Ĉ kajc =  o
where at least one of the coefficients ck; 5̂  0. 
If ck, 0 then
=
Oi Oi2
aj — —- a2 — 
Oii
On the other hand if
then
a — CKj aj -{- Cv2a2 Ti .... d- CKkak
CKja1 +  a 2a 2 +  ... +  CKkak +  (—l)a  =  0
where the last coefficient is nonzero, and thus the set of vectors a j ,a 2,...,ak,a is linearly 
dependent.
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The set of all column vectors (n-tuples) a =  [a1,a2,...,an]T whose components a,’s 
are real numbers is called the real vector space and is denoted IRn.
Let &i,a2,...,a]c be arbitrary vectors from IRn. Then the set of all their linear com­
binations is referred to as a linear subspace spanned by these vectors and denoted as
Span [a i,a2,...,a^] •
Note that a subspace Span [a] is composed of the vectors aa, where a  is an arbitrary 
real number (a£lR).
Also observe that if a is linearly dependent upon a1,a2,...,a]c then 
Span , a2 ,.»», 0*]̂ , a>j -— Span |a»j , a2 ,..., a>ĵ J .
Every linear subspace contains a zero vector, for if a is an element of the subspace 
so is (—l)a =  — a. hence a — a =  o also belongs to the subspace.
Note that a subspace V of IRn is a set that is closed under the operations of vector 
addition and Scalar multiplication. For if a and b are vectors in V then the vector 
aa +  f3b is also in V for every pair of scalars a and /3.
We have the following property of linear subspaces.
If V is a linear subspace and the vectors a1,a2,...,ajc are linearly independent and 
a;(EV, i =  where k is the maximal number of such vectors then
V ~  Span ^ 1Ja2,...,a^] .
To prove this statement note that any vector a of V is linearly dependent on 
a1,a2,...,ajc, hence
a =  ai&i +  ... +  a âjc
which implies
Y C  span [a1,a2,...,ak] .
- 8
On the other hand the vectors a 1,a 2,...,ajc belong to V, therefore
V ) Span [fti , a2, "*j 8>k] *
Hence
V =  Span [ai,a2,...,afc] .
Any set of linearly independent vectors a1,a2,...,aic such that
V =  Span [aj,a2,...,ak]
is referred to as a basis of the subspace V, and the number k is the dimension of the 
subspace.
If the vectors a i,a 2,...,afc form a basis of V then any vector a of V can be 
T epresentedintheuniquew ayasalinearcom binationofthebasisvectors
a =  Oqa1 +  Ciqa2 +  ••• +  CKfcajc •
where ckjEK, i =  l,...,k.




a — ciq a  ̂ ~{~ CK2a 2 -|- ••• "b CKfcajt
a =  -f- /?2a 2 d" ••• +  Acak
C K la j  +  CK2 a  +  . . .  +  CKfcajt  =  PxAi  +  Z ?2a 2 +  ••• +  / ? k a k  >
(cKj j3i ) a i +  (ck2 /̂ 2)a 2 ••• "I" (^k Ac)ak °
Since aj(i =  l,...,k) are linearly independent we have to have
- 9 -
«1 Al t-x2 P 2 Ak
that is
a \ = Pi (i =  1)—>k)
which proves the uniqueness of the representation.
If k >  n+1 then the vectors a ^ a ^ . . . ^  (ajGlRn) are linearly dependent, that is
there exist scalars ^jc such that
E  Pf >  0
i=l '
and
E A ai = 0 . .
i I
If k >  n+2 then
E  Pi- > o
i=l
and
E  A = o .
i=l
To prove the above introduce the following vectors [3]
a, =  [I,a1;a2,..^anJirGIR11+1 , i =  l,...,k, k >  n + 2 .
Since any n+2 vectors in IR11+1 are linearly dependent, there exist scalars P1 
(i =  I,...,k) such that
k




It follows from E  f3[&\ 
i=l -
one that
6 and the fact that the first component of each a; is equal to
E A = O .
i=l
The natural basis for K n is the set of vectors
I Q 0





j ••• ? e n
0
0 , 0 0
■ 0 : - V- ' . ' 0 I
The reason for calling these vectors the natural basis is that
Xl
X2 = Xie1 +  x2e2 +  ... +  xn en
Sometimes it is convenient to change the natural basis C1Je2 r-Ven to a new basis 
f1,f2,...jfn. One then needs to the able to express the column x' of new coordinates in 
terms of the column x of old coordinates. W ehave
Fx' =  [f1,f2, - , fn]x' = X i f 1 +  X2f2 +  + X nfn = X  .
-1 1  -
RANK OF A  MATRIX
A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers. A matrix with m rows and n columns 
is called an mxn matrix. Forexample
a Il a12 •• a In
a21 a22 ••... a2n
aml am2 •• amn




The maximal number of linearly independent columns of A is called the rank of the 
matrix, and denoted rank A. We will show the following:
The rank of a matrix A is invariant under the following operations:
(i) multiplication of the columns of A by nonzero scalars,
(ii) interchange of the columns,
(iii) adding a linear combinatioii of other columns to a given column.
Indeed, let =  «kak where aJc 0, k =  l,...,n, Let B =  [b1}b2,...,bn]. Obviously
Span ,&2, a n] =  Span [bj,b2,•••,bn] ,
and thus
rank A =  rank B .
In order to prove (ii), note that the number of linearly independent vectors does not 
depend on their order. To prove (iii) let
- 12 -
bi =  Sii +  c2a 2 ■+ ••• +  cnan ,
=  a2 , 
b n =  an ,
and let B =  [b ! ,b 2,'...,bn]. Obviously
Span [t>i,b 2j v j b n] CZ Span [a i ,a 2,...j'an] .
On the other hand
a I == C2b 2 ... cnb n j
a 2 — b 2 ,
a n b n .
Hence
Span [a1,a 2,... ,a n] C Span [bx,b 2,-**,bn] .
Therefore
rank. A =  rank B .
With each square (m =  n) matrix there is associated scalar called the determinant of the 
matrix. We shall denote the determinant of the square matrix A by det A or by A(A).
The determinant of a square matrix is a function of its columns and it has the fol­
lowing properties [8]:
(i) The determinant of the matrix A =  is a linear function of each
column, that is
A(&i,...,ak_i,<a;ak H- /̂ ak>ak+i>’”>aii)
o ;A (a j ,..., &k_i, a k , a k+i > •••> a n)
- 13 -
-f- /?A(a1,...,a-k—i,3>k)ak+l>",>an) >
(ii) If for some k =  ajc+i then




0 , a2 — 0 , an 0
0 0 I
then
A(a1,a2,...,an) =  I .
Note that if a  =  /3 — 0 in (i) then
A( a i , ak_i , o , ak+i,•••.,an) =  0 .
Thus if one of the column vanishes then the determinant is equal to zero.
Furthermore the determinant does not change its value if we add to a column 
another column multiplied by a scalar. The above follows from (i) and (ii) [8];
A ( a i , . . . , a k _ i , a k  -b ĉ a k +  i >a k + i ,•••,a n )
=  A (ai,...,ak_i,ak,ak+i,...,ai1)
+  o;A(ai,...,ak_i,ak+ i5ak+i>"’>an)
=  A(a1,...,aI1) .
However, the determinant changes its sign if we interchange neighboring columns. 
To show this property note the following [8]:
- 14-
^ ( a I j •••> a k—1 ? a k? a k-Hl j •••> a n)
== ^ (a l> ,**>a k—l> a k “b a k + l> a k + l> •*•>a n)
=  A ( a i , a k _ i j a k +  a k+l>a k4-l “  (a k 4" a k-fl)>•••>a n)
— A ( a i , f t k —l j a k ”b-a k+l* a k> •••>a n)
=  A ( a i , . . . , a k _ i ?(a k +  a k+l )  a k> a k j •••? a n)
W ; '■ ■ '
A(a i , ..., a k—i'i a k+ l > a k> •••? a n) • ■
The (m-i)th order minor M of a mxn (m:<n) matrix A is the determinant of the 
matrix obtained from A by deleting i rows and i +  (n—m) columns.
One can use minors to investigate the rank of a matrix. In particular, we have:
If in an mxn (m>: n) matrix A there exists a minor of the nth order, then the 
columns of A are linearly independent, that is rank A =  n.
On the contrary, suppose that the columns of A are linearly dependent. Then 
there are scalars Xj(i =  l,...,n) such that
X1Si1 +  x2a 2 + ... +  xnan — 0 , 
n
and xf >  0.
i=1 . '
The above vector equality is equivalent to the following set of m equations
a I l x I "h a 12x 2 +  •••■' +  a ln x n =  0
a 21x l +  a 22x 2 + —  +  a 2nx n' =  0
a n lx l 4“ &n2x 2 “b T" &nnx ii =  ^
a m lx l ”b a m2x 2 "b “b a mnx n ^ *
Assume that the minor
- 15 -
M =  det
aIl a12 ••• aIn
a 21 a22 — a 2n
anl an2 ••• ann
det a I >a 2i  • • • ;  anJ
From the properties of determinants it follows that the columns a 1,a 2,...,aI1 are linearly 
independent. Hence the columns a i ,a 2 ,...,an have to be linearly independent too.
From the above it follows that if there is a nonzero minor then the column associ­
ated with this nonzero minor are linearly independent.
If a matrix A has an rth order minor M with the properties
(i) M ^  0,
(ii) any minor of A which is formed by adding a row and a column to M is zero, then
rank A =  r .
Thus the rank of a matrix is equal to its highest order nonzero minor.
A nonsingular matrix is a square matrix whose determinant is non-zero.
Suppose that A is a matrix. Then there is another matrix B such that
AB = B A  =  I
if and only if A is nonsingular. We call this matrix B the inverse matrix to A and write 
B =  A-1.
LINEAR EQUATIONS
Suppose we are given m equations in n unknowns of the form
a IlX i +  a l2 x 2 +  ... -j- ^ i11Xn b x
a 21x l +  a 22x 2 +  ... H” a 2nx n ^2
am l^ l +  a m2x 2 -H ••• ~\~ a mnx n b m .
We can represent the above set of equations as follows








Associated with the system of equations (1.1) are the following matrices
a I > a 2 > •••> an]•
and
[A jb] — |bj .
Note that (I.I) can also be represented as







The system of equations (I.I) has a solution if and only if
rank A =  rank [A |b] . (1.4)
Proof:
Necessity ( => ):
Suppose the system (1.1) has a solution. Therefore b is a linear combination of the 
columns of A, that is (1.2) holds. From the above it follows that b belongs to the space 
spanned by the columns of A.
Sufficiency ( <= ):
Suppose that (1.4) holds. Let rank A =  rank [A jb] =  r. Thus we have r linearly 
independent columns of A, Let a 1,a 2,...,ar be these columns. The matrix [A jb] has 
also r linearly independent columns and they are a 1,a2,...,ar . The remaining columns 
of [A |b] can be expressed as linear combinations of a1,a2,...,ar. In particular b can be 
expressed as a linear combination of these columns. Hence (1.2) holds.
□
Consider the equation Ax =  b, where AGlRmxn, and rank A =  m.
Theorem 1.2.
All the solutions of A x — b, where rank A =  m, can be obtained by assigning arbi­
trary values for n—m variables and solving for the remaining ones.
- 18 -
P roof [8]:
We have rank A =  m, therefore we can find m linearly independent columns of A. 
Let a1,a 2 ,...,am be such columns. Rewrite equation (1.2) as follows
Xxa1 +  x2a2 +  . . .+  xma m =  b — xm+1am+1 +  . . .+ x nan . (I-5)
Assign to xm+1, X1J142,...,Xn arbitrary values, say
Xm4l =  dm+1 j Xm42 dm42,...,Xn — dn , (l*®)
and let
B =  ;a i ,a 2,...am]G lR mxm. (1.7)
Note that det B ^  0.
We can represent (1.5) as follows
B
Xl
X2 b — ^m4I am4] +  ... +  dnan (1 .8)
The matrix B is invertible, therefore we can solve for [x1,x2,...,xm]T. Using (1.8) we can 
find all the solutions of Ax =  b. Indeed, if x =  [d1,...,dm,dm4l,...,dn],r is a solution to 
Ax =■ b, then substituting (1.6) into (1.5) yields (1.8). But (1.8) has a unique solution 
for Xl j -JXm. Hence we have to have X1 =  d1,x2 =  d2,...,xm =  dm.
• □
Corollary 1.2.
The system Ax =  b, AGlRmxi1, has a unique solution if and only if rank 
A =  rank [A |b] =  n.
TME AMGBiUfiOE W L L E G iF  A NLMBER
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Tile absolute value of a number a denoted | a J , is defined as follows:
. . I a if a >  0 
ia 1 =  { -a  if a <  0
Tbe following formulae bold [6]:
(i) !lal =  l-a-l,
(H) -J a  j <  .a S  [a I,
(iii) |a+b I <  ja: I +  |b,|,
(iv) J a J -  JbJ <  [a—b | <  ja,J +  |b |,
(v) Jab J =  [a J* |b ]
(vi) |a J <  c and Jb j <  d imply |a+b | <  c+d,
(vii) tbe inequality JaJ <  b is equivalent to —b <  a <  b, or to a <  b and
—a <  b.
- 20 -
THE PRINCIPLE OF INDUCTION
The principle may be stated as follows [6].
Assume that a given property of positive integers satisfies the following conditions:
(i) the number I possesses this property,
(ii) if the number n possesses this property then the number n+1 possesses it too.
The principle of induction states that under these assumption, any positive integer 
possesses the property.
The principle of induction is in agreement with the following intuitive argument. 
If the number I possesses the given property then, the second condition implies that the 
number 2 possesses the property. But then again the second condition implies that the 
number 3 possesses this property, etc. Thus the principle of induction gives a 
mathematical formulation of our intuitive reasoning.
U PPE R  BOUNDS
Consider a set S of real numbers. A number M- is called an upper bounds of S if
x <  M V x(ES .
A  set of real numbers that has an upper bound is. said to be bounded above,
The !Least Upper Bound Axiom
Every nonempty set S. of real numbers tha t has: an upper bound has a least upper 
bound or supremum and is denoted
slip {x I xES) .
Examples
r±  ' I  
’ 3(i) suP ( i r  ’ > -  > IlHrl •••} =  i
(ii) =
(iii): sup{x I X2 <  3} =  sup{x J — A/s' <  x <  A/5"} =  V^3.
Theorem 1.3.
If M =  sup{x I' xgS} and e >  0, then there is at least one number x in S such that
M — e <  x <  M .
- 22 -
Proof [9]:
The condition x <  M is satisfied by all numbers x in S by virtue of the Least 
Upper Bound Axiom. We have to show that for an e >  0 there is some number x£S 
such that
M — e <  x .
Suppose on the contrary that there is no such number in S. Then
x <  M — e V x£S
and M — e would be an upper bound of S that is less than M which is the least upper 
bound.
□
To illustrate the above Theorem consider the following set of real numbers
2 3 ’ 4 ’ ’ n+1 ’ "
Note that
sup{x I xGS} = I .
Let e =  0.0001, then





LO W ER  BOUNDS
A Biamber m is called a lower bound, for S if
m <  x V xES .
Sets that have lower bounds are said to be bounded below.
Theorem  1.4.
Every nonempty set of real numbers that has a lower bound has a greatest lower 
bound or infimum denoted as
inf {x j xES) .
Proof [9]:
By assumption S is nonempty and has a lower bound s. Thus
Hence
that is
s <= x for all xES
—x <  —s for all xES ,
{—x I xES)
has an upper bound -s. From the Least Upper Bound Axiom we conclude that 
{—x : x£S) has a least upper bound (supremum) we call it s0. Since
we have
—x <  s0 for all x£S ,
—s0 — x for all xES ,
• " 5and thus —S0 is a lower bound for S. We now claim that —Sq is the greatest lower
- 24 - /
bound (infimum) of the set S. Indeedjifthereexistedanum berx1 Satisfying
—s0 <  X1 <  X V x€S
then we would have
—x <  —X1 <  s0 V xES ,
and thus s0 would not be the supremum of {—x | x€S}.
; □
Theorem 1.5.
If m =  inf {x I xGS} and e >  0, then there is at least one number x in S such that
m <  x <  m +  e .
P ro o f




Let f be continuous on [a,b]. If f(a) <  0 <  f(b) or f(b) <  0 <  f(a), then there is a 
U um bercbetw eenaandbsuch thatf(C )= O .
- 25 -
P roof [9]:
Suppose that f(a) <  0 <  f(b). The other case can be treated in a similar fashion. 
We have f(a) <  0, thus from the continuity of f we know that there exists a number £ 
such that f is negative on [a, 0 . Let
c =sup{£ I f <  0 on [a,£)}
Clearly, c <  b. Furthermore, we cannot have f(c) >  0, for then f would be positive on 
some interval extending to the left of c. From the properties of supremum (see 
Theorem 1.3), f is negative to the left of c. The above arguments imply that c <  b.
I
We cannot have f(c) <  0, for then there would be an interval [a,t) with t >  c, on which 
f is negative, and this would contradict the definition of c. Therefore f(c) — 0.
□
Theoreiri 1.6. (The Intermediate-Value Theorem)
If f is continuous on [a,b] and, C is a number between f(a) and f(b), then there is at 




f(a) <  C <  f(b) .
g(x) =  f(x) -  C
is continuous on [a,b]. We have
g(a) =  f(a) — C <  0 and g(b) =  f(b) — C >  0 .
From Lemma 1.1 there is a number c between a and b such that g(c) = 0 . Hence
- 26 -
f(c) =  C.
□
THE MAXIMUM-MINIMUM THEOREM  
(THEOREM OF WEIERSTRASS)
Lemma 1.2.
If f is continuous on [a,b], then f is bounded on [a,b].
Proof [9]:
Consider the following set (x [ xE[a,b] and f is bounded on [a,x]}. This set is 
nonempty and bounded above by b. Let
c =  sup (x I f is bounded on [a, x]} .
Now we shall show that c =  b. Suppose that c <  b. From the continuity of f at c it 
follows that f is bounded on [c — 8, c +  S\ for some § > 0. Being bounded on 
[a , c — <$] and on [c — 8, c -f- 6], it is bounded on [a , c +  6]. This contradicts our 
choice of c. We can therefore conclude that c == b. This means that f is bounded on 
[a,x] for all x <  b. From the continuity of f, we know that it is bounded on some inter­
val [b — S , b]. Since b — 8 < b, f is bounded on [a , b — <$]. Being bounded on 
[a , b — <S] and [b — 8', b], f is bounded on [a,b],
□
- 27 -
Theorem 1.7. (The Maximum-Minimum Theorem)
If f is continuous on [a,b], then f takes on both a maximum value M and a 
minimum value m on ja,b].
Proof [9]:
By Lemma 1.2, f is bounded on [a,b]. Let
M =  sup (f(x) I x£[a,b]} .




M -f (x )  '
If f does not take on the value of M, then g is continuous on [a,b] and thus by virtue of 
Lemma 1.2, bounded on [a,b]. But it is clear that g cannot be bounded on [a,b]. Thus 
the assumption that f does not take on the value M has led us to a contradiction. The 




A sequence of numbers a ^ a ^ . . .^ , . . .  is a set of points ( l,a 1),(2,a2),...,{n,an),....
A sequence is increasing if ax <  a2 <  a3 <  .... In general a sequence is increasing 
if an <  an.(1. If an <  an+1, then we say that the sequence is nondecreasing. Similarly, 
one can define decreasing and nonincreasing sequences. Increasing and/or decreasing 
sequences are called monotone sequences.
A number g is called the limit of the infinite sequence a1,a2,...,aI1,... if for any posi­
tive e there exists a number k such that for all n >  k
lan “  S I <  c >
that is an lies between g—e and g+e for all n >  k. In other words; for any e >  0, 
|an— g I <  e is satisfied for all sufficiently large n ’s. (see Fig.)
W edeno te the lim ito fasequenceby
g =. Iim an .
n—KX)
A sequence which has a limit is called a convergent sequence. A sequence which has no 
limit is called divergent.
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Fig. 1.1. Illustration of the notion f the limit.
We shall now show that if a limit exists then it is unique. We will prove this assertion 
by contradiction [6]. Let us assume that a sequence a1;a2,... has two different limits,
say g] and g2. Then we have [gi — g2 ! >  0. Let e =  — Ig1—g2 |. From the
definition of a limit there exist L1 and k2 such that for n >  L1, Jan- gx | <  e, and for 
n >  k2, |an — g2 I <  e. Let m =  max(L1Jk2). Then if n >  m, |a„ — gi [ <  e and 
|an — g2 I <  e. If we now add Ian — ^1 | <  e and |an — g2 | <  e then we obtain
la n — S i I +  lan ^  §2 I <  2e •
In general
|a — b I <  |a I +  |b I .
Hence
|- g i  +  S2 I ^  lan ~  gl I +  K  -  S2 I •
Therefore
I—g l +  g2 I =  |g l  “  g2 I <
But we assumed
- 30
|gi “ g2 ! = 2 e  .
Thus we have a contradiction and the proof is complete.
A sequence is bounded if there exists a number M such that |an | <  M for all n.
Theorem 1.8.
Every convergent sequence is bounded.
P ro o f [8]:
Let
g =  Iim an
. n—>oo
Choose e =  I. Then a number k exists such that





|a I -  |b I <  |a -  b j ,
lan I — [g I — lan S I <  1 >
!an I <  |g I +  1 for all n >  k




M >  |%+i I ,  i — 1,2,.
M >  |an I for all n . 
and. thus the sequence is hounded.
□
Let a sequence a ^ a ^ , . . .^ , . . .  and an increasing sequence of positive integers 
Hil jHi2V-Jm11,... be given.
The sequence
bi =  Ujjll , b2 — am2,...,bn ^mn ;•••
is called a subsequence of the sequence a1,a2,...,an,....
In general, we have
mn > n .
Indeed, this is obvious for n= l, that is In 1 >  I, since m i  is a positive integer. We now 
apply the principle of induction. We assume that mn >  n for a given n. Then we 
have mn.;.j >  mn >  n, hence mE+1 >  n+1. T husm n >  n for all n.
One can say that every subsequence is obtained from the given sequence by 
neglecting a number of elements in this sequence. Hence a subsequence {amkn} of a
subsequence {amr} is a subsequence of the sequence {an}.
Theorem 1.9.
A stibsequence of a convergent sequence is convergent to the same limit, that is if
Iim an =  g
n—̂oo
and if
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In1 <  m2 <  m3 <  ...
then
Iim aton =  g .
n—+00
Probf [6]:
Let an e >  0 be given. Then a number k >  0 exists such that |an — g | <  e for 
any n >  k. From m1 >  n it follows, mn >  n >  k and thus Iaton -  g | <  e for any
mn >  n >  k. Thismeans
Iim ato, § •
. n—̂ oo.
T h eorem  1.10. (Bolzano-Weierstrass)
Every bounded sequence contains a convergent subsequence.
Proof[6]:
Let a sequence a i,a 2,...,an,... denoted as {an} be bounded. Let Z be the set of all 
numbers x such that x <  an, i =  1,2,..., The set Z is non-empty. Indeed, the number 
-M belongs to Z, for )an | <  M, that is the inequality -M <  an holds for all n. The set 
Z is also bounded from above, for if x£Z, then x <  M since if x >  M then the inequal­
ity x <  an would not be satisfied by any an.
Since the set Z is non-empty and bounded from above, the upper bound of this Set 
exists. Denote this bound by gj that is
g =  sup {x I x <  an} .
Frbm Theorem 1.3 from the previous Section it follows that for any e >  0 there exist
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infinitely many an such that
g -  'e <  an <  g +  € .
We will now show that g is the limit of a certain subsequence of the sequence {an}. 
This means that We have to define a sequence of positive integers I t t 1 <  m2 <  ... such 
that
Iim aIh =  g .
n—t-oo
. . : . ■
Let e =  I in g — e <  a <  g +  e. Thus
g -  I <  an <  g +  I .
ChObSe one of n ’s for which the above relation holds and denote it by In1. We have
g -  I <  ami <  g +  I .
Now let e = —. There exist infinitely many an SUch that 
2
1 . ^  ,  1g - - < a „ < g  +  ¥ .
Choose otte of the elements for which the above relation holds and denote it by amo 
•where m-i <  m2.
In general if mn is defined, we choose mn+1 in sUch a way that 
g -  - T T -  <  am^, ^ g  +  — , Hi11 <  mn+1 .n-fl n+1





g — =  g  =  Iim (s+1)n—*oo n n —+oo
\
The two above relations imply
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Iim am =  g .
■ n—fob '
The inequality mn <  mn+1 on the other hand implies that the sequence { a^}  is a 
subsequence of the sequence {an}.
□
Theorem 1.11. (Cauchy Theorem)
A sequence {an} is convergent if and only if for every e >  0 there exist an r such
that




Iim an =  g
n—kx>
and let e >  O be given. Then for some r
Ian — g I <  — e for all n >  r . 
2
In particular ja*. —g-| <  — e, Adding the above inequalities yields
But
Jan -  g I +  Iar-  g I <  e for all n >  r .
|an — aT I <  |an -  g I +  Iar -  g |
Hence
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Ian — Sr I <  e for all n >  r .
<= (only if)
Assume now that for every e >  0 an r exists such that
|an — ap I <  e for all n >  r .
We have to show that the above condition called the Cauchy condition implies
Iim an =  g .
n—*oo
First we show that {an} is a bounded sequence. Let e -= I. Then an r exists such that 
I an — St I <  I for all n >  r. But
la n I IaT I — la n ar I <  I  ,
which means that
[an I <  Ia1. I +  I .
Let
M >  Eciaxda1 Iar_1 | , |ar | +  l} .
Thus we have
|an I <  M for all n .
which implies that the sequence {an} is bounded. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem 
the sequence {an} contains a convergent subsequence. Let
Iim amn =  g , mr <  m2 <  ... .
EL—>0O
We shall show that
Iim an =  g .
n—>-oo
Let an e >  O be given. The Cauchy condition implies that for some r
|an — ar I <  — e for all n >  r .
3
On the other hand Iim am =  g implies that for some k
n-t-oo . n
IaHin Sg I- <  j  e for all n >  k .
One can select k so that k >  r. If so then Jan — St | <  — e and Jamn — g | <  — e for
all n >  k.
Since mn >  n >  r
J a mn - . 8 ,  I <  or k  ~  am„ I <  4  e •
Adding |an -  ap I <  j  e, |aIIln -  g | <  -  e, and |ar -  amn | <  -  e: yields
|an ar J +  Ianln ar | +  Jamn g I <  f •
But
Jjan — ar) +  (ar -  amn) +  (amn ^  g) I <  Jan^r -  ^  I 4- Jamn - S t J + J a mn - g j  <  e .
Thus
which implies
Jan — gJ  <  e for all n >  k
Iim an =  g
I l-* -O O
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2. ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS! FBOM GEOMETRY
SEG M EN TS a n d  r a y s
All the analyses in the subsequent sections will be carried out in an n-dimensional 
space Iftn. The elements of this space are the n-component vectors x =  [X1, x2,...,xnjT. 
The vector AB with origin at A(x1} x2,...,xn) and endpoint at Bfy1, y2,...,yn) has the 
components
[yi - x i ,  y2 - x 2,...,yn - x n]T .
Vectors in the space IRn can be added or multiplied by a scalar, by performing the 
corresponding operations on the components. For any three points A, B, and C in IRn 
we have
AB +  BC = A C  .
I t is e a sy to se e th a tfo ra n y tw o p p in tsA a n d B
All =  — IIA . '
We now introduce the concept of a segment [2j. Let A and B be two distinct 
points in IRn. Then we say that the point C lies on the segment AB if
AC =  X AB




ArB- , Tv. & Z 0 > 1I
h  ■ / . ;■ v ;  ;
Fig. 2.1. Illustration of the concept of a segment.
Now, in addition to the points A, B, and C, we take an arbitrary point Q of E 1. 
Without losing generality we stipulate Q =  [0,0,...,0]. Then we have
AC =  QC — QA . '
and ■ ■ -•
AB =  QB — QA .
Hence the equation AC =  X AB will take the form
QC -  QA =  X (QB -  QA) ,
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Q c  -  ( i -  Ti) Q a  + . Q  B
Fig. 2.2. An alternative illustration of the concept of a segment, 
or
QC =  (I — X) QA +  X QB . (2.2)
In summary, the point C lies on the segment AB if and only if (2.1) or (2.2) holds 
where X£[0,l] is a real number and point Q is arbitrary.
Let Q and A be two distinct points in K n. Then the set of all points B for which
QB =  X QA , X >  0 .
will be called the fay emanating from Q and passing through A [2].
40 -
Fig. 2.3. Notion of the ray.
INNER PRODUCTS
For elements of real vector space we define an inner product < x ,y >  to be any real 
valued function having the following properties:
Positivity: < x ,x >  >  0, except that <0,()>  =  0,
Symmetry: < x ,y >  =  < y ,x > ,
Additivity: < x + y ,z >  =  < x ,z >  +  < y ,z > ,
Homogeneity: < rx ,y >  = r < x , y > .
Although we assume additivity only in the first vector, we always have the properties of 
additivity and homogeneity in the second vector,
<  x, y +  z >  =  <  x,y >  +  <  x, z >
The above equation follows from the symmetry property of an inner product. Indeed
<  x, y +  z >  =  <  y - f  z, x >  =  <  y, z >  +  <  z,x >
<  x,y >  +  <  x, z > .
Similarly,
<  x,ry >  =  <  ry,x >  =  r <  y,x >  — r <  x,y >  .
The vectors x and y are said to Be orthogonal if <  x,y >  =0. The magnitude or norm 
of a vector x is
||x|| = V < x , x >  •
An n-dimensional space IRn equipped with the inner product will Be called the 
EuelideahsBaeeanddenotedE11.
.I-'.'" ■' - 41 -
OShfeBy-ScBwhrtf !M entality
For any two vectors x and y in E n, the Cauehy-Schwarz Inequality is true:
I <  X; y >  I — IHIIHI-
Proof [10]: ■
First assume that x and y are unit vectors, that is, that |H | — Ijy ll= I- Then, 
0 <  ||x—y Ip = < x y, x —y >
=  IHP “  2 <  x,y >  +  IHF
: =  2 - 2  <  x,y > ,  
or
'■ < x , y >  <  I. .
Next, assuming that neither x nor y is zero (for the inequality obviously holds if one of 
them is zero), we can replace x and y by the unit vectors x /|H I ailB y /||y || The result is
< x ,y >  ^  IHI IHI-
Now replace x by -x to get
_ < x , y >  <  IHI IHI
The ̂lSst two inequalities imply the absolute value inequality.
The magnitude or norm of a vector ||x|| has the following properties:
Positivity: ||x |j> 0, except that | |o | |= 0 .
Homogeneity: ||r ||=  |r | |(x||, r real.
Triangle Inequality: ||x +  y | |^  IH I+  Ibr II*
The following is a simple proof of the triangle inequality:
l |x + y |P  =  IH P + 2 < x , y >  +  IH P
(by Cauchy-Schwarz’s Inequality)
IMF +  2 Ikll I H I +  IH F  
+  ( H + I H D 2.
and therefore
Ilx + y  Il — I k l l+  Ik Il-
' ■ □
For elements of a comp/ex vector space we define an inner product < x , y  >  to be 
any complex valued function having the following properties:
1) <  x,x >  >  0, except that <  0,0 > —0.
2) <  x,y >  =  <  y,x > ;  the bar over the vectors denotes the complex conjugate.
3) < x + y , z  >  =  < x , z >  +  < y , z >
4) <  rx,y >  = r  < x ,y  > .
We can verify that in an n-dimensional complex space, the following definition of an 
inner product
- 4 3 -
'
< x , y >
n
E  xi y;
i=l
satisfies all four properties, where X; and y* are the ith components of X and y. One can 
deduce other properties, such as
< x , rxy +  r2z >  = F 1 < x , y >  + F 2 < x , z > .
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PRO JECTO RS
We know that a subspace V of En is a subset that is closed under the operations of 
vector addition and scalar multiplication. Thus if X1 and X2 are vectors in V then 
Xxi +  Hx2 is also in V for every pair of scalars X, /Li. In other words, V is a subspace of 
En if X1, X2EV => Xx1 +  /Ltx2EV V X , fxEU. Furthermore, the dimension of a sub­
space V is equal to the maximum number of linarly independent vectors in V. If V is a 
subspace of En, then the orthogonal complement of V, denoted V1 , consists of all vec­
tors that are orthogonal to every vector in V. Thus,
V 1 = { x  I VT X =  0 V vEV} .
The orthogonal complement of V is a subspace, and together V and Vj- span E n in the 
sense that every vector xEEn can be represented uniquely as
X =  X1 +  X2
where X1EV, X2EVj- . One can say that X1 and x2 are the orthogonal projections of x 
onto the subspaces V and V1 , respectively. In this case
'■ En =  V©  V1 ,
i.e. En is a direct sum of V and V1 . Suppose that we are given a direct sum decompo­
sition of En of the form
E a =  V1-S  V2 .
Then every xEEn can be written uniquely as
X =  X1 - f  x2 ; X1EV1 , X2EV2 .
Consider a mapping P of the form
P x i x 1 .
This defined mapping is a linear one. Indeed, let x , xQE/n such that
X = X 1 + X 2 , X  = x i ‘+'X2 ,
where
. XljX1GV1 JX25X2GV2 .
Then we have
Px =  X1 arid Px = X 1 .
Furthermore5 for any scalars a , a  GH the following equality holds
CKX +  O C X  =  (CKX1 +  CKX1) +  (CKX2 +  C C X 2 )
where
I t  I i
QX1 +  a  X1GV1 , Ckx2 +Ckx2GV2 .
Therefore
P(CKX +  CkV ) =  QX1 +  CKX1 =  CKpX +  CtPx' , 
and thus P is a liriear mapping.
Note that if xGVi, then x =  x +  O where XGV1 , OGV2 arid
Px =  x V XGV1 ,
which rileans that
PEn =  V1 .
P is referred to as an orthogonal projector of E n onto V1 along V2.
The projector P possesses the following property
P 2 = P  .




Transformations possessing the property P 2 =  P are called idempotent ones.
In the subsequent discussion we are going to utilize the following notation. Let 
AGKmxn. Let the range (or image) of A be denoted by
R(A) 4  {yGKm | y =  Ax for some xGKn}
and let the null space (or kernel) of A be denoted by
N(A) 4  {xGKn I Ax =  0} .
Theorem 2.1.
Every linear idempotent transformation is an orthogonal projector.
Proof'' '
Let P2 = P  and V1 =  R(P) where V1 is a linear subspace. Denote by V2 a set of 
all the vectors of the form
x - P x  ,
where
xGEn.
If x’, XwGV2 then x  =  X0 - P x 0, x =  x0 — Px0 where X0 , X0GEn. So, for any 
a  , QjwGKwe have
a x  + a x  =  Qj x 0 +  a  x0 — ( oj Px0 +  a  Px0)
.  I I Il Il v  I I Il Il V
=  (QJX0 +  QJ X0) — P(OJX0 +  QJ X0)
and thus QJX +  QjVGV2. Thus indicates that V2 is a linear subspace.
Furthermore, Ifx 1EV1 then Px1 =  X1, and
Px1 =  P(Px) = P 2X =  Px =  X1 .
On the other hand, if X2EV2 then Px2 =  0 since by definition of V2 the vector
■ ' i " ' : " . ' - : ; : ' ■
X2 = X -P x tv h e re  xEEn. Hence
■ ! " . ' ■ ■' ■ ■ ' '
Px2 = P x - P ( P x) = P x - P 2x =  Px - P x =  0 .
i.e. X2EN(P). The conclusion is that any xEEn can be represented as
X =X 1 + x 2 ; X1EV1 , X2EV2 .
This follows from the fact that
■ -  47 -  ■
x = P x  +  (x -  Px)
. . .. - ■ .■■■'■ ■ ■■. ■ ■ . ■..'<% .
where PxEV1 and (x — Px)EV2. To complete the proof it must be shown that the
above representation of x is unique. Note that if x =  X1 +  X2 then
Px =  Px1 +  Px2 =  Px1 +  0 —X1
and thus
X2 = x — X1 =  x — Px =  (I — P)x ,
i.e. X2 E R(I — P). Therefore, we see that X1 and X2 are uniquely determined by x. The 
above statement means that
and the proof is complete.
En =  V1© V2
□
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HYPERPLANES
The set of all points x =  [X1, x2,...,xQ]T which satisfy the linear equation
Ot1X1 +  QJ2X2 ,+ ... +  a nxn =./? (2.3)
in which at least one of the coefficients (i =  I,...,n) differs from zero, is called a 
hyperplane of the space E n. The hyperplane may not be regarded as a subspace of E n 
since, in general, it does not contain the origin. For n = 2 , the equation of the hyper- 
plane has the form
OJ1X1 +  O2X2 =  0  ,
which is the equation of a straight line. Thus straight lines are hyperplanes in E 2. In 
E 3 (three-dimensional space) the hyperplanes are ordinary planes. Thus one may speak 
of the dimension of the hyperplane. Note, that by translating a hyperplane so that it 
contains the origin of E 11, it becomes a subspace of E 11. The dimension of this sub­
space is n-1. Thus a hyperplane in E 11 has dimension n-1.
f
Fig. 2.4. Translation of a hyperplane.
The hyperplane (2.3) divides E n into two half-spaces. One of these half-spaces 
consists of the points satisfying the inequality
CK1X 1 +  a 2x 2 +  .. .  +  CVn Xn >  8
denoted by
H+ — {xGE n |a Tx >  /3}  ,
where
CX 0:'2 > •••> C-V11 ] ,
X =  [X1 , X 2 , • • • j Xj1 ]
The other half-space consists of the points satisfying the inequality
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Cc1 X 1 +  Ce2 X 2 +  . . .  +  c e n x n  <  [3
i.e.
EL =  {xGE n |eeTx <  (3} .
The half-space H+ is called the positive half-space, and the half-space II_ is called the 
negative half-space.
Let Q(a1, a2,...,an) be an arbitrary point of the hyperplane (2.3). Thus
^ a 1 +  CH2Si2 +  ... +  pnan = /3 ,
i.e.
ceTa — /3 = 0 .  (2.4)
where a =  Ia1, a2,...,an]T. Denote by Mfc1, x2,...,xn) an arbitrary point of E n, and 
consider the expression a Tx —/?. By virtue of (2.4) it is possible to write
a Tx — /3 =  Qr̂ x — (3 — (aTa — (3)
=  a T(x — a)
=  Qf1 (X1 — ax) +  a2[x2 — a2) +  ... +  a n(xn — an) . (2.5)
The mimbers (x, — a;) i =  l,...,n , are the components of the vector QM. Denote by n 
the vector with the components a,, i= l,...,n . The hyperplane (2.3) consists of the 
points M(Xlv -JXn) for which < n , QM> =  0 .
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I Fig. 2.5. Hyperplane II =  {xEi^11 |a Tx — fi}
r . ' '
In other words, the hyperplane (2.3) consists of the points M for which the vectors n 
and QM are orthogonal. We call the vector n the normal to the hyperplane (2.3). 
Respectively H+ consists of those points M(x1; x2,...,xn) for which < n , QM>  Si 0, 
and II_ consists of those points M for which < n , QM>, <  0 .
CONVEX SETS
A set M in the space E 11 is convex if it contains line segments that joint each of its 
points. A line segment between u, v £ M, is the Set 
{w £ M j w =  Xu +  (I — X) v,X £  [0,1]}.
A set M in E 11 is called a cone with vertex at the point Q if, together with every 
point A in M different from Q, the set M contains also the entire ray emanating from Q 
and passing through A. If the set M is convex and it is a cone then it is called a convex
cone.
Fig. 2.7. Examples of sets that are not conves




A neighborhood of a point X0 G IC 11 is a set of the form
T  - ■ :
{x GE n I Ilx-Xoll <  e}
. L . . . : ,  . . . ;  . ■ ■ ■ . -
where e is some number greater than zero.
The set of all vectors x that satisfy the inequality ||x — X q | |  <  e is called an e - ball 
with radius e and center X0. In the plane, a neighborhood of X0 =  [x10, x2o]T consists of 
all the points inside of a disc centered at X0. In three-space, a neighborhood of 
Xo =  [xio, X20, x30]T consists of all the points inside of a ball centered at X0
A point x0 is said to be an interior point of the set S if and only if the set S con­
tains some neighborhood of x0, i.e., if all points within some fixed neighborhood of x0 
are also in S.
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Fig. 2.9. Interior point.
The set of all the interior points of S is called the interior of S.
A point x0 is said to be a boundary point of the set S if every neighborhood of X0 
contains points that are in S and points that are not in S. The set of all boundary 
points of S is called the boundary oi S.
A set S is said to be open if it contains a neighborhood of each of its points i.e. if 
each of its points is an interior point or if it contains no boundary points.
A set S is said to be closed if it contains its boundary.
V  { ( * > > * * )  I  K H 1U ,  t < x 2  I
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Let M be a convex set of the space E n and let Q be one of its boundary points. A 
hyperplane passing through Q is called a hyperplane of support of the set M, if the entire
■ i -: ■- ' "■ ■/.. ■' .. '
set Milies completely in one of the two half-spaces into which this hyperplane divides 
the space E a.
Fig. 2.11. Hyperplane of support for various convex sets (n =  2).
It can be proven that it is possible to draw a hyperplane of support to a convex set 
M through each of its boundary points. In some cases more than one hyperplane of 
support can be drawn through some boundary points (Fig. 12'(c)).
In order to show that one can draw a hyperplane of support to the convex set M 
we need.
T heSeparatidnT heorem
Let MCE 11 be a closed convex set and let x0^ M. Then there exists a vector a€E n 
such that




8 =  min ||x — Xq 1 • 
x(EM
There is a point Z0 on the boundary of M such that | | z 0 — X0 |j =  8. This follows 
from the theorem of Weierstrass, that is, the continuous function f =  I j x - X 0H achieves 
its minimum over any closed and bounded (compact) set. We consider x in the intersec­
tion of the closure of M and the sphere S2̂ x0). We claim that a — Z0 -  X0 satisfies the 
condition of the theorem. (See Fig. 2.12.)
Fig. 2,12. Two dimensional illustration of the Separation Theorem.
Fig. 2.13. Three dimensional illustration of the Separation Theorem. 
Let x£M, then for all <*€[0,1] the point
x„ =  ox +  (I — o:)z0 =  Zq +  <*(x — z0)GM .
||z0 +  a(x -  z0) - X 0H2 >  ||z0 -XoIl
Expansion of the above inequality yields
Ilz 0  - X 0  +  ck( x  —  z 0 ) | | 2 =  [(z0 - X 0 ) 1 +  a(x -  z0)T][(z0 - x 0) +  a(x -  z0)]
2o;(z0 -  x0)T(x -  Z0) +  or 11x -  z0||
Letting a —>0 we obtain
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( z 0  -  x 0 ) T ( x  -  z 0 )  ^  O •
Therefore
( z 0  -  x 0 ) T x  >  ( z 0  -  X 0 ) T z 0  =  ( z q  -  x 0 ) T x 0  +  ( z 0  -  x 0 ) T ( z 0 —  x 0 )
=  (z0 -  x 0 ) T X q  +  ,
and thus
(z0 — x0)T(x — x0) =  aT(x — x0) >  0 for all x£M .
Let K be a convex cone of the space E 11 with vertex Q. If this cone does not coin­
cide with the entire space, then there exists a point A which does not belong to this 
cone. Therefore none of the points of the ray emanating from Q and passing through A 
belong to the cone (see Fig. 2.14).
Fig. 2.14. Convex cone K with a ray emanating from its vertex.
Thus, there are points as close as desired to Q which do not belong to K. Hence Q is a 
boundary point of the convex cone K.
If the convex cone does not coincide with the entire space, then its vertex point is a 
boundary point of this cone and thus it is possible to draw a hyperplane of support H 
through Q.
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Fig. 2.15. Hyperplane of support H passing through the vertex Q of the convex cone K.
Assume that the cone K lies in the negative half-space H_. Denote by n the vector 
that is normal to the hyperplane H. Then we see that if the cone K does not coincide 
with the entire space E n, then there exists a non zero vector n such that
< n , QP >  < 0
for any point P of the cone K.
POLYTOPES AND POLYHEDRA
A set that can be contained in a sphere (ball) of finite radius is called a bounded
set.
A set is compact if it is both closed and bounded.
If M1 and M2 are two convex sets, then their intersection is also a convex set (pro­
vided that this intersection contains at least one point.)
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Fig. 2.16. Intersection of two convex sets
In fact, the intersection of any number of convex sets is convex. In what follows 
we will be concerned with the intersection of a finite number of half-spaces. Since every 
half space aTx  <  /3 (or a Tx >  /3) is convex in E n, the intersection of any number of
half spaces is a convex set.
A set which can be expressed as the intersection of a finite number of closed half
spaces is said to be a convex polytope.
A nonempty bounded polytope is called a polyhedron.
Fig. 2.17. Polytopes
For every convex polyhedron M in an n-dimensional space there exists a non-
negative integer such that M is contained in a k-dimensional plane of the n-dimensional 
space, but is not entirely contained in any (k-l)-dimensional plane. Furthermore, there 
exists only one k-dimensional plane containing M. It is called the carrier of the
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polyhedron M, and k is called the dimension of M. A zero-dimensional polyhedron is a, 
point of n-dimensional space. A one-dimensional polyhedron is a segment, and its car­
rier is the straight line on which it lies. The boundary of any k-dimensional polyhedron 
(k>0) consists of a finite number of k-1 dimensional polyhedra [2]. For example, the 
boundary of a one-dimensional polyhedron consists of two points which are the end­
points of the segment.
Fig. 2.18. One-dimensional polyhedron.
These (k-l)-dimensional polyhedra are called the (k-l)-dimensional faces of the k- 
dimensional polyhedron. Each of these faces has in turn (k-2)-dimensional faces. Thus, 
every k-dimensional polyhedron has faces of dimensions k-1, k—2,..., I, 0. The zero­
dimensional faces of a polyhedron are called its vertices, and the one-dimensional faces 
are called edges.
EXTREM E POINTS
A point x in a convex set M is said to be an extreme point of M if there are no two 
distinct points X1 and X2 in M such that x =  Xx1 +  (I — X)x2 for some X, 0 <  X <  I.
The convex hull of a set S, denoted co(S) is the set which is the intersection of all 
convex sets containing S. This intersection is the smallest convex set containing S. For 
example, the convex hull of three points not lying on a straight line is a triangle
Fig. 2.19. Convex hull of the set which consists of three points.
Fig. 2.20. Convex hull of the set M.
Any convex polyhedron is the convex hull of all its vertices.
In general, a closed bounded convex set in BI 11 is equal to the closed hull of its 
extreme points.
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3. LINEAR. T R A N SF O R M A T IO N S  A N D  M A T R IC E S
A correspondence A  that associates each point in a space X  with a point in a space 
Y is said to be a mapping or transformation from X  to Y- For convenience this situa­
tion is symbolized by
A: X ^ Y
A transformation A  is linear if it satisfies the following properties
1) A(ax) =  a(Ax)
2) A (x+y) =  Ax +  Ay
One can obtain concrete realizations of such linear transformations in terms of matrices. 
Suppose .{ei,e2,...,en} is a basis. Application of the transformation A  to each vector 
from the basis results in n new vectors
e ; = A e i ,  i == 1,2,...,n.
•. .• ■ ■ • . /
Since the e; form a basis, it is possible to express e; in terms of the ej as follows
- , n
A e i - C i = S a j i Cj, i =  l,2,...,n.
. j=i ■ . J  -f •
The n2 coefficients a,jj determine the linear transformation. The coordinates of any vec­
tor of the space are changed according to the formula
x =  A x
where
X l Xl . aIl a12 ' ' ' a In
X 2
, X  =
X 2
, A =
a21 a22 ‘ a2n
X n X n _
II
Let us now consider a linear transformation A, and let the matrix A correspond to 
it with respect to the basis Ie1Je2 J-Jen), and the matrix B with respect to the basis 
{e1 ,e2 ,...,en}. Let x be the column of the coordinates of some vector with respect to the 
basis Ie1Je2, . . . ,en) and x coordinates of the same vector with respect to the basic 
Ie1 Je2J-Je^). D eno teb y T th e tran sitio n m atrix fro m eito e i. W ehave
y -  Ax, ;
J = B x '.  ■"
But x — Tx and y =  Ty. Therefore
y = T y  =  T A x= B x =BTx,
and
A =  T- 1BT.
In conclusion: similar matrices correspond to the same linear transformation with 
respect to different basis.
. . .  ' £
In many applications we will utilize the concept of the Hermitian transpose A
defined by
. ' -.64 -
' —T . «T>
where the bar in A denotes the complex conjugate of a transposed matrix A . Thus 
A* is obtained by replacing every component of the At by its complex conjugate. In 
the case where A is a real matrix A* =A t . If A* =A, we may say that the matrix A is 
hermitian. A real hermitian matrix is called symmetric. A simple calculation reveals 
that
<  Ax,y >  =  <  x, A*y >  .
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I EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
Corresponding to an nxn square matrix A, a scalar X and a nonzero vector v satis­
fying the equation Av =  Xv are said to be, respectively, an eigenvalue and eigenvector of 
A. In order that X be an eigenvalue it is necessary and sufficient condition for the 
matrix XI —A to be singular, that is det [XI —A] = 0 . This leads to an nth-order polyno­
mial equation
det [XI — A] =  Xn -|- an_i Xn  ̂ -J- ■ * * -f- a^X T ap =  (X
This equation must, according to the fundamental theorem of algebra, have n (possibly 
nondistinct) complex roots which are the eigenvalues of A. Suppose now that the deter­
minant equation det [XI—A] = 0  has n real distinct roots: Xl j X2, . . . ,Xn. Correspond­
ing to them we find n vectors VljV2, . . . ,V11 such that
Avi =  XiV; , i =  l , 2 ,...,n . ■
We shall show that the eigenvectors VljV2 j-^jVn are linearly independent. We prove the 
above statement by contradiction. In order to do this assume that there exists a set of 
scalars q such that
E - cI T i = ' 0 ,
i=l
where at least one of the q does not vanish. Without loss of generality suppose that 
C1 7^0 . Next, consider the matrix
P ^  (X2I-A )(X 3I - A )  • • • • • (XnI - A )  .
Note that
Pvn - ( X 2I-A)(X3I - A ) ............ (Xn̂ 1I-A )(XnI-A )V n




=  O because (Xn yn — Avn) =  0 .
Pvk =  0 , k =  2,3,...,n.
Pvi =  (X2I-A )(X 3I -A )-  v v  -(X ^1I-A)(XnI-A )V 1
=  (XgI-A)(X3I -A )-  • • * -(Xn̂ v 1-A v 1)(Xn -X 1)
=  (X2I-A )(X 3I-A )V 1 ........... (Xn_i -X 1XXn -X 1)
=  (X2- X 1)(X3- X 1 ) -  • • • - ( X ^ y - X 1)(Xn - X 1)V1 .
Using the above equation we see that
P (E  civi) =  E  ci Pvi =  Cl p Vi
, }=i i=l .
=  C1 (X2 -X 1XX3 - X 1 • • • • -(Xn -X 1)V1 = 0 .
Since all Xj are distinct, it must follow that C1 =0. It thus follows that all q must van­
ish, and therefore the set of eigenvectors (V1 jV2, . . . , vn} is linearly independent.
Linearly independent set of eigenvectors can be considered as a basis. W ith respect to 
this basis matrix A has a diagonal from. Indeedj Iet
T — [V1, v2j..,,vn]
Then
T 1A T.-  T 1Afvl jV2, ...,vn]
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T 1 [Av1, Av2,..., Avn]




Let us now consider hermitian matrices. We shall show that all eigenvalues of a 
hermitian matrix are real [4]. Let
Ax =  Ax ,
where x ^ O  . Taking the inner product of Ax with x yields
<  Ax,x >  =  <  Ax,x >  =  A <  x,x >  .
O n theo therhand
<  Ax,x >  =  <  x,A*x >  =  <  x,Ax >  =  <  x,Xx >  =  A< x,x >  .
We note that <  x,x >  is real and <  x,x >  >  0 . Hence
and
A <  x,x >  — A <  x,x >
(A-A) < x ,x >  =O
But since <  x,x >  >  0 , we have
X =  A
so A is real.
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We shall now show that the eigenvectors associated with distinct eigenvalues of a 
hermitan matrix are orthogonal. Suppose
Av1 =  X1 V1 ,
Av2 =  X2 v2
where
Xi 5̂  X2.
Then
<  Av1,V2->  =  <  X1VljV2 >  =  X1 <  Vl jV2 > ,
%
but since A = A
<  AvljV2 > <  VljAv2 >
=  X2 <  Vl j V2 > .
Therefore
Xl <  Vl j V2 >  =  X2 <  V1 , V 2 > ,
and since X1 ^X2, it follows that
<  Vl  j V2 >  =  0 .
If A is hermitian and its eigenvalues are distinct, then the set of its eigenvectors 
forms an orthogonal basis for E n. If the basis (Vl jV2 j^ jV11) is normalized so that each 
element has norm unity, then defining the matrix
Q =  [vi,v2 j ...,vn] ,
we have
Qt Q =  I,
and hence
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Qt =  Q- 1 .
A matrix with this property is said to be an orthogonal matrix
A symmetric matrix A  is said to be positive definite if the quadratic form xTAx is 
positive for all nonzero vectors x. Similarly, we define positive semidefinite, negative 
definite, and negative semidefinite if xTAx >  0 , < 0 , or < 0  for x. The matrix A  is 
indefinite if xTAx is positive for some x and negative for others.
It is easy to obtain a connection between definiteness and the eigenvalues of A. 
For any x let y =  Q -1X where Q is defined as above. Then
n
xTA x = y TQTA Q y =  \y f -  Since the y;’s are arbitrary (since x is), is is clear that
i= l
A  is positive definite (or positive semidefinite) if and only if all eigenvalues of A  are 
positive (or nonnegative).
Through diagonalization we can show that a positive semidefinite matrix A has a 
positive semidefinite (symmetric) square root A 1/ 2 satisfying A 1 'A 1Z2 = A  [7]. For 
this we use Q as above and define
A 1/2 =  Q Qt ,
X1/ 2
which is easily verified to have the desired properties.
NORMS OF MATRICES
Tiie norm of a matrix A is a nonnegative number ||A|| satisfying the conditions
1) IiAll >  0 if A^O and
2) IlcAll=IcIIlAiIp=;
3) |K + B ||<  IN I+ l|B ||
4) IlABlI <  INI M
The norm of a matrix may be chosen in a variety of ways. In many problems both 
matrices and vectors appear simultaneously. Therefore, it is convenient to intro­
duce the norm of a matrix in such a way that it will be connected with the vector 
norms employed in the considerations.
We shall say that the norm of a matrix is induced or it is compatible ([5]) with a 
given norm of vectors if for any matrix A and any vector x the following inequality is 
satisfied
IM I <  INI IMI-
We define the norm of the matrix A as the maximum of the norms of the vectors Ax 
where the vector x runs over the set of all vectors whose norm equals unity:
l|X ||=  max ||Ax||.
■■- ' IWhl - ■ w .:
Because of the continuity of a norm, for each matrix A this maximum is attainable, 
that is, a vector x0 can be found such that Hx0 | |= l  and ||Ax0 1|= ||A.||. We shall now 




(1) Let A t̂ O. Then a vector x, ||x|| =  l, can be found such that Ax =40, and thus
||Ax | |^ 0 . Hence |JA.||= max ||Ax | | ^ 0 . If, on the other hand, A = 0 ,
IMI=I
IIa II= max ||0x | |= 0 .
Ilxlhl
(2 ) By the definition
||cA|| =  max I|cAx[
Obviously
||cAx[|= |c | IlAxfI 
and therefore
||cA|| =  max |c I IlAxII =  |c | max ||Ax||
I M I - i  IMI= 1
=  Ic I M
The Compatibility Condition
Let y 7^0 be any vector. T henx  
quently
Ti-T1-y will satisfy the condition ||x ||= l.
IHI
Conse-
IKyII -  IIa (IH Ix)II =  IH I IIa x II -  I H I IK I I
(3) For the matrix A -fB find a vector X0 such that 
||A + B ||=  |KA +  B)xo||and ||x0 | |= l .
Then we have
||A +B || =  ||A + B )xq||
=  IlAx0 + B x 0 II <  ||Ax0 Il +  ||BxoIl 
^  I NI  I k  Il+IlB Il I k  Il = I N I +IlB II.
(4) Fop the matrix AB find a vector X0 such that ||x0 | |= l  and IlABx0 1 |=  ||AB||. 
Then we have
IlABlI = IlABx0II
=  IK(Bx0)H <  I N I  IlBx0 Il <  IKlI INI  I k l l  
=  IKII IlBlI.
Let
Ikll S  x kk=l
V  < x,x >
The induced matrix norm by this vector norm is
IIa  I l - ' V T
where X1 is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A A.
Proof:
We have
IKII= max ||Ax||. 
IWI=I
On the other hand
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||Ax|p =  <  Ax, Ax >  =  <  x, A*Ax >
%
The matrix A A is a hermitian one. Let X1 >  X2 >  X3 • • * >  Xn be its eigen­
values and X1 ,x2 ,...,xn be the orthonormal set of the eigenvectors corresponding to these 
eigenvalues.
Now we take an arbitrary vector x with ||x|| =  l and represent it as a linear combi­
nation of x;, that is:
X =  C1X 1 + C 2X 2 +  • • • + c n x n .
Note that
<  X ,X  >  =  C1 +  C2 +  • • • +  Cn =  I .
Furthermore
||Ax|p =  <  x, A*Ax >
+• C1X1 +  +  cnxn, C1 X1X1 +  +  cnXnxn
=  X1C1 +  ■ ' ' +  Xncn <  X1 (cf +  ’ 4 * +  cn) =  X1.
*
For the eigenvector X1 of A A corresponding to the eigenvalue X1 we have 
IlAx1 II2 =  <  X1 , A* Ax1 >  =  <  X1jX1X1 >  =  X1 ,
and hence
max 1 Ax| | =  'V/xT .
Ilxll =1
■ ■ ■ . □
From the above considerations one can deduce the following important inequality.
If an nxn matrix P is real symmetric positive definite, then
Vin(P) IH I2 <  XtPx <  Xmax(P) Ilxll2 .
-7 4  -
We shall refer to the above relation as the Rayleigh inequality.
Examples:
Consider the matrix operator A
2  I 
I 2
from IR2 into IR2 and let the norm in IR2
be given by




detjXl -  AtA] =  X2 -  IOX +  9 =  (X -  1)(X -  9) .
Thus
HAir-=Vfl = 3
The eigenvector of At A corresponding to X1 =  9 is
Xl
Note that
IIAx1II =  IlA|| .
Indeed
I I A x 1I I - I
2 I I I 3
w . I 2 I 3
I
" v T
V 3 2 +  32 3 .
In this example Il A| I =  max | X1 (A) |. This is because A =  At .
l < i < n
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W arning : In general max X(A) #  ||A ||, instead we have ||A|| >: max IXi(A) |. For
I < i < n
example, let
A
0  I 
0  0
then At A
0  0  
0  I ’
and [XI — AtA]
X Q 
0  X -I
Hence
det[Xl -  AtA] =  X(X -  I) .
Thus
IIAII = 1 .
The eigenvector of At A corresponding to X1 =  I is any nonzero vector of
Adj [XI — AtA]













I =  IIAII .
The fact that
IlA|| >  max IXi(A)I
I < i < n
can be shown as follows [5]. Consider a matrix
B I
Il A|| +  e
A ,
where e is any positive real number. We have
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!!BH HAHUAH +  e <  I •
Hence Bm-K) as m—>-oo, and thus
IXi(B) I <  I .
On the other hand
Xi(B) I
11 Al I +  €
Xi(A) .
Thus
l\(B )  I
IXi(A)I
HAH +  e
that is
| \ ( A ) |  <  UAH +  £ .
Since e may be arbitrarily small
IXi(A) I <  UAH
QUADRATIC FORMS
A real quadratic form is an expression
rp
Z =  x Ax
where x is an nXl real column vector and A is an nxn real symmetric matrix, that is 
A = A t . -■
If the matrix A is not a symmetric one we can always replace it with a symmetric
”' rp
one, say A0 = A 0 such that
rp rTX Ax =  x A0x .
This is because
rp
x Ax I a  +  I a t
2 2
Note that
A° =  y ( A +  AT)
is a symmetric matrix. Hence there is no loss of generality in supposing A to be sym­
metric. ’ .
A quadratic form xTAx is said to be positive definite if xTAx >  0 for all nonzero 
vectors x. It is positive semidefinite if xTAx >  0  for all x. Similarly, we define nega­
tive definite and negative semidefinite if xTAx <  0  or <  0  for all x.
The minors of a matrix A are the determinants of the matrices obtained by remov­
ing successively rows and columns from A. The leading principal minors are det A and 
the minors obtained by removing successively the last row and the last column. The 
principal minors are det A itself and the determinants of matrices obtained by removing 
successively an ith row and an ith column. Thus the leading principal minors of an nxn 
matrix A are:
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Ai =  an  , A2 =  det
a I l  a 12 
a 2l a 22
, A3 =  det
a I l  a 1 2  a 1 3
a 2 1  a 2 2  a 2 3
a 3 1  a 3 2  a 3 3
, ... , An =  det A
The principal minors are
P i
ii>i2>—>ip
i i h i -A p
, I <  ii <  i2 <  ... <  ip <  n ,
p Ij 2 , ...,n .
where
Ap
/ # \ 
Il J ̂ 2
h ih i  •••>
det
a M 1 a I1I2 - a Iiip
a I2I1 a M2 - a I2Ip
a Ipii a Ipi2 - a VP
We will next prove Sylvester’s criterion which allows one to determine if a quadratic 
form is positive definite.
Sylvester’s Criterion
A quadratic form xTAx (A =  At ) is positive definite if and only if its leading prin­
cipal minors are positive.
Note that this criterion does not hold if A has not been symmetrized. To see this 
consider an example where
I 0
A =  ■
-4  I
The leading principal minors of A are
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A 1 =  I >  O and A2 =  det A =  I >  0
On the' other hand




I - 2  
-2 I
I  T  
~2 X
X  =  X t A 0 X
I 0  
-4 I +
I - 4  
0  I
The leading principal minors of A0 are
A 1 =  I >  0  and A2 =  det A0 =  —3 <  0  .
From Sylvester’s criterion it follows that a necessary condition for a real quadratic form 
to be positive semidefinite is that the leading principal minors be nonnegative. How­
ever, this is NOT  a sufficient condition.
A real quadratic form is positive semidefinite if and only if all principal minors are 
nonnegative.
The key to the proof of Sylvester’s criterion is the fact that a quadratic form can 
be expressed in some basis as a sum of squares
A0 _ 2  A 1 _ 2  -A r- I  - 2
z =  —— X 1 +  —— x 2 +  ... H----—— xn ,
A 1 An
where A0 =  I, and Xj are the coordinates of the vector x in a new basis.
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INTO ITS CANONICAL REPRESENTATIO N
We shall now describe a method of constructing a basis in which a given real qua­
dratic form becomes a sum of squares [4].
Consider a quadratic form xTAx, where A =  At . Using the inner product notation
one can represent Xi Ax as
Xi Ax =  <x,A x>  == < A x,x>  .
Note that
and
C x1 +  x2, Ax> =  C x1 ,Ax> +  < x2 ,Ax>
C ox, Ay >  =  a< x ,A y >  .
Now let fi)f2, '“,fn he a basis for IRn, and let
; ' X =X if1 + x 2f2 -I- ... +X nfn .
We shall express the quadratic form using the coordinates x,(i =  l,...,n) of x relative to 
the basis fj,f2 ,...,fn. We have
z =  XtAx == C x jf1 + x 2f2 +  ,..., +  xnfn,A(x1f1 +  x2f2 +  ... + x nfn)>
=  E  E  XiXj Cfi,Afj >  .
If we denote the constants
then
CfijAfj >  =  ay
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Z = E  E  aijxixj = x-TAx •
i= l j= l
The matrix A is called the matrix of the quadratic form z relative to the basis 
fi,f2 ,...,fn. If we change the basis from fi,f2,...,fn to f i ,f2,...,fn then the coordinates of 
the vector x in the new basis are expressed in terms of the coordinates in the old basis 
as
X =  [fi,f2 ,-> fn] X = F x  .
Accordingly the matrix of the quadratic form z in the new basis is
z =  xTAx =  x T F t A F x  .
Now, let the quadratic form z be defined relative to the basis e i ,e2,...,en as
z =  x Ax
where ay =  < e; ,A e j>  . Our goal is to find a new basis, say, f i,f2,...,fn such that the 
matrix of the quadratic form in the new basis is a diagonal one, that is
Cfis-Afj >  =O for i ^ j .
We shall seek the new basis in the form
Ti =  Oue1
2̂ =  a 2 1 e l  ~b a 2 2 e 2
fn CKnie1 <̂ n2 e 2 "F ••• T •
Observe that if
< f i5Aej> =O for j =  l,2,...,i—I ,
then
<fj,Afj> = 0  for j =  l , 2 ,...,i—I .
Indeed
<fi, A( QfjieI +  Qfj2e 2 +'•»•+'Qjjej)> =O
for j = 1 ,2 , ...,i—I.
Our goal then is to determine the coefficients Qfji ,Qj2, ...,Qjj such that the vector
fj =  Qjl eI +  Ofj2e 2 +  Qjj
satisfies the following relations
< e j , A f j > = 0 '  for i =  l , 2 ,...,j—I
and
<ej,A fj>  =  I .
The above j relations determine the vector fj in a unique way. Indeed, upon sub­
stituting the expression for fj into the above equations we obtain a set of the equations 
of the form
Qji < ei , Aei >  +  Qj2 < e i , A e 2 >  +  ••• +  Qjj < e i ,A e j  >  = 0
OJjl <  ej-i, Aei >  +  aj2 <  eJ-I1Ae2 >  +  ••• +.Qfjj <ej_i,Aej-> = 0  
Qfji < ej, Aei >  +  Qj2  <ej ,Ae 2  >  +  .., +  Qjj < ej,Aej >  = 1 .
TheabovesetofequationsisequivalenttothefolIow ingm atrixequation
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aji aj2 ." ajj. _a jj_
0
1
If the leading principal minors of the matrix A are not equal to zero then the coefficients 





r tJ i :
a H  — a I i - I 0 a l i + l .. .  a!j
d e t
a 2i  ... a 2i—I 0 a 2i+2 ... a 2j
_a j i  - a I i - I I a ji+2 -  a J j .
In the new basis the quadratic form is expressed as a sum of squares
I _ 2
Xi + —— X2 +  ... +
V - I  - 2
Note that a necessary and sufficient condition for z to be positive definite is
Ai >  0  , i =  l , 2 ,.,.,n .
Sufficiency is clear, for if Ai >  0  (i =  l,2,...,n) then there is a basis in which the 
matrix of the quadratic form is diagonal with respect to this basis. Then
84






y >  O in any basis
Conversely, if z is positive definite then A5 >  0  (i =  l , 2 ,...,n). Suppose that
Ak
< e 1 ,A ei>  ... < e 1 ,Aek>
< e k,Aex> ... < e k,Aek>
for some k.
Then there are scalars AtI,...,Mk not all zero such that
AtI < ei>Aei > + . . . + Mk < e k, Aej >== 0
for i =  l , 2 ,...,k.
Thus ..
< AtIei +  ... d -AikekjAei >  = 0  for i — i , 2 ,...,k,
and hence
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< M l e l +  ••• +  Mk e k>A(Mle l +  • •• +  Mke k ) >  
(Mle I +  ••• +  Mke k )T jM M le I ^  Mkek) =  ^ ;
where
Mle I +  ... +  Mke k ^  0 >
which contradicts the fact that z =  xTAx is positive definite. Therefore if xTAx >  0 
then Ai ^  O (i =  -l,...,n). But the fact that Ai ^  0  implies that the matrix of the qua­
dratic form is diagonalizable, that is in some basis
I _ 2  , A 1 _ 2  An_! _ 2
Z =  —— X1 +  —— X2 +  ... d-----T—  Xn .
A 1 A2 An
Hence if the quadratic form is positive definite then all leading principal minors must be 
positive.
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4. D IF F E R E N T IA B IL IT Y
Many of the techniques of calculus have as their foundation the idea of approxi­
mating a function by a linear function or by an affine function. A function
A : IRn—RRm
is affine if there exists a linear function
and a vector y0 in IRm such that
L : IRn—>-IRm
A(x) =  L(x) +  y0
for every x in IRn. Affine functions are the foundation of the differential calculus of vec­
tor functions. However, it is the linear part L of an affine function that is most useful, 
so we often speak of finding a linear approximation.
We shall analyze the possibility of approximating an arbitrary vector function near 
a point x0 of its domain by an affine function A. The general idea is the possibility of 
replacing near x0 what may be a very complicated function by an affine function that 
"best approximates" it. We begin by requiring that
f(xQ) =A (x0) .
Since
A(x) =L(x) + y 0 ,
where L is linear, we obtain f(x0) =  Lx0 -I- y0, and so y0 =  — Lx0 +  f(x0). 
T hen thelinearityo fL show stha t
A(x) =  L(x — x0) +  f(xG) .
This requirement is significant, but L could still be any linear function with the same
domain and range as f. Some additional requirement is necessary. A natural condition, 
and the one we shall require, is that
f W - A ( x )
approaches 0  faster than x approaches x0. That is, we demand that
f(x) -  f(x0) -  L(x -  X0)
Iim
x-+x0 X - X 0
In addition, we want to guarantee that x can approach X0 from any direction; to do this 
we assume that X0 is an interior point of the domain f.
A function f : JRn-HRm will be called differentiable, at X0 if [10]:
( i)  X0 is  a n  in te r io r  p o in t  o f  t h e  d o m a in  o f  f .
(ii) there is an affine function that approximates f near X0. That is, there exists a 
linear function L : IRn-HRm such that
f(x) -  f(x0) -  L(x -  x0)
Iim —— -—- —- —  — -------- =  0
X -^-X 0 I X - X 0I
The linear function L is called the differential of f at x0. The function f is said to 
be differentiable if f is differentiable at every point of its domain.
In dimension I, an affine function has the form ax +  b. Hence, a real-valued func­
tion f(x) of a real variable x that is differentiable at X0 can be approximated near X0 by 
a function
A(x) =  ax -f b ,
since f(x0) =  A(x0) =  ax0 +  b, we obtain
A(x) =  ax +  b =  a(x — X0) +  f(x0) .
The linear part of A (denoted earlier by L) is in this case just multiplication by the real 
number a. The norm of a real; number is its absolute value, so condition (ii) of the
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definition of differentiability becomes
f(x)- f (x0 ) - a ( x - x 0)
Iim ---------- *—------ j-----------  =  0
X-J-X0 X — Xn
which is equivalent to
,. f (x ) -  f (Xo)hm ---------------=  a
X-H-X0 X - X 0 .
The number a is commonly devoted by f(x0) and is called the derivative of f at X0 . The 
affine function A is therefore given by
A(x) =  f(xo) +  f'(xo) (x — xo) •
Its graph is the tangent line to the graph of f at x0.
Fig. 4.1. Illustration of the notion of the derivative.
A linear function
L : IRn^ lR m
is representable by an mxn matrix. It follows that L is uniquely determined by f at 
each interior point of the domain of f. Thus we can speak of the differential of f at X0 , 
and of the function
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A(x) =  f(x0) +  L(x -  X0)
as the best affine approximation to f near X0.
T heD erivativeM atrix
To find the matrix representation of the differential L of a function f from IRn to 
IRnYwe use the natural basis {ei,...,em} for the domain space IRn. If X0 is an interior 
point of the domain of f, the vectors I
Xj =  x0 +  t  ej , j =  l,...,n
are all in the domain of f for sufficiently small t. By condition (ii) of the definition of 
the differential, we have
f(Xj) - f ( x 0) -  L(tej)
Iim ------ —---- — --------— =U
t-+o t
for J =  Since L is a linear function, this means that
f(Xj) - f ( x Q)Iim
t-+o
Lej
for j =  l,...,n. But Lej is the jth  column of the matrix L. On the other hand, the vec­
tor Xj differs from X0 only in the jth  coordinate, and in that coordinate the difference is 
just the number t. Therefore the left side of the last equation is precisely the partial 
derivative
(<9f/<9xj)(x0) .
Since vector limits are computed by taking the limit of each coordinate function j it fol­
lows immediately that if
9 0 -
f(x)
f i (x )
fm(x)









and the entire matrix of L has the form
dti f V 








This matrix is called the Jacobian matrix, or derivative matrix, of f at x0, and is 
denoted f(x0); we sometimes simply refer to f (x0) as the derivative of f at" X0, We can 
summarize what we have just proved as follows.
T heorem  4.1. Ifafunction
f : JRn- dRm
is differentiable at X0, then the differential of f at X0 is uniquely determined of f at X0 is 
uniquely determined and is represented by the derivative matrix f'(x0). The best affine 
approximation to f near x0 is then given by
A(x) =  f(x0) +  f'(x0)(x -  x0) .
The columns of the derivative matrix f (x0) are vector partial derivatives. The vector 
partial
(df/dxj)(x0)




If f is a differentiable real-valued function
f : Rn-+R
then the function Vf defined by
Vf(x) Ox1
(x) , ... (x )
is called the gradient of f. The gradient is evidently a function from IEtn to K n, and it 
can be pictured as a vector field, that is, by drawing the arrow representing Vf(x) so 
that its tail starts at f(x) instead of the origin. Physically, the direction and length of 
the arrow Vf(x) can often be thought of as the direction and speed of a fluid flow at the 
point x to which the arrow is attached [1 0 ].
Chain Riile
Now we shall prove a chain rule for differentiating the composition g(f(t)), of a 
function f : IR—dR11 and a function g : IRn—dR.
. -9 2 '- '. .■
T heorem  4 .2 . Let g be real-valued continuously differentiable on an open set D in IRn 
and let f(t) be defined and differentiable for a <  t <  b, taking its values in D. Then 
the composite function F(t) =  g(f(t)) is differentiable for a <  t <  b and
F'(t) =  V r g(Ut)) -
P ro o f [1 0 ]:
By definition
F'(t) =  Iim 1 •• ! - F’’I  ■ .
h—o h
lim g(f(t  +  h)) -  S(fIt )) 
h-H-o h
if the limit exists. Since f is differentiable, it is continuous. We now apply the mean- 
value theorem to g, getting
g(y) -  g(x) =  g'(x0)(y -  x) =
=  Vt6(X0) • (y — x)
where x0 is some point on the segment joining y and x. Letting x =  f(t) and 
y =  f(t +  h), we have
F(t +  h) - F(t) =  VTg(x0) • fIt +  h) — f(t) . 
h 0 h
Thus
F'(t) -  Iim Vt8Ix,,) • f(t + h> f(t) =
= VTg(f(.)) • f'(,) .
N o rm a lV e c to rs
The gradient is particularly useful in analyzing the level set of a real-valued func­
tion. Recall that a level set S of a function f is a set of points x satisfying
f(x) =  k for some constant k .
For f : IR2—dR we are usually interested in S when it is a curve, and for 
f :  IR3 —dR, the sets S most often considered are surfaces.
To say that a point x0 is on the level S corresponding to level, k is to say that
f(xp) = k  .
Now suppose that there is a curve 7  lying in S and parameterized by a continuously 
differentiable function
■ g : K ^ lR n
Suppose also that g(tQ) =  x0 and
g( t0) =  V ^O  ,
so that v is a tangent vector to 7  at X0
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Fig. 4.2. Illustration of the leyel sets
Applying the chain rule to the function
h(t) =  f(g(t)) at t0
gives
1U>„) VT-"iK(t.,. 0 • Kit,,! =
=  VtJ(X0) • V
But since 7  lies on S, we have
h(t) -  f(g(t)) =  k
that is, h is constant. Thus Ii (t0) =  0  and
VTf(x0) • v =  0
Hence we have proved, assuming f continuously differentiable, the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. If Vf(xD) is not zero, then it is perpendicular to the tangent vector to an 
arbitrary smooth curve passing through X0 on the level set determined by f(x) =  k. For 
this reason it is natural to say that Vf(x0) is perpendicular or normal to the level set S 
defined by f(x) =  k at x0 and to take as the tangent plane (or line) to S at x0 the set of 
all points x satisfying
VTf(x0) -  ( x - x o) = 0  if 
Vf(xo) V 0  .
We see that the direction of maximum increase of a real-valued differentiable func­
tion at a point is perpendicular to the level set of the function through that point. The 
reason is that Vf(X0)- is the direction of maximum increase of f at X0, and at the same 
time is perpendicular to the level set through x0, determined by f(x) =  k.
-— ;— »
Fig. 4.3. Illustration of a path of steepest ascent.
The curve on the graph running from bottom to top has the property that its projection 
onto (xj,X2 )-plane is always perpendicular to the level curves, and is called a path of 
steepest ascent, because it always heads in the direction of maximum increase for f.
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REVIEW OF TAYLOR SERIES
The basis for many numerical methods and linear models for dynamic systems can 
be traced back to the Taylor formula. In what follows we discuss the Taylor series.
Let us assume that a function LIR1 —dR1 is n times differentiable on an interval 
a <  x <  b. Denote h =  b — a. Then f(b) may be represented as follows
f(b) =  f(a) +  -jy f (a) +  f (a) +  ...
,E-I
+ T̂ =i)Tf(“"1,(a)+R'DL )
where
R - - hnI1 fWta +  e h ) ,(n -  I)!
and 0  is a suitably chosen number satisfying 0 <  0  <  I.
Proof [6] s
We have
R1 =  f(b) -  f(a) -  i - f '  (a) -  k - f "  (a) P ” 1 (a) .
Denote by gn(x) an auxiliary function obtained from Rn by replacing a by x, hence 
g „ ( x ) = f ( b ) - f ( x ) - - ^ Y ( x )
( b - x ) 2
2 !
Differentiating gn(x) yields
(b ~ X)n V f(n-l)W
(o-l)! W
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gn(x) =  - f (x) + f'W -  f"W
+
b — x (b — x)2 f'” (X)
+ ... ( n - l ) (b X)"  ft"-■>(*)(n—I)!
(b — x)n—I
(n -  I)!
fM(x)
Note that
§ n (x )
Observe also that
( b - X)n—I
(n -  I)!
fW(x)
§n(b) — 0 and gn( a ) = R n . 
Applying the mean value theorem yields 
gn(b)  -  gn(a)
b — a gn(a +  Oh)
The above equation is equivalent to 
Rn _  (b — a — ©h)n_1
(n—I)!
hn̂ (l -  0)n_1
(n—I)!
f(n)(a/+ 0h)
fW (a +  0h)
R» = ^  + eh).(n -  I)!
Hence
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We say that a function is analytic at a point P if it can be expanded in a Taylor 
series about P .
A function is analytic in a region if it is analytic at every point of the region.
Note that the existence of all the derivatives of a function at a point does not 
necessarily imply that the function is analytic at this point.
Hence given an arbitrary analytic function f(x), the Taylor series for the function is
OO (x — X0 )k
f(x) =  f(x0) +  E
k=l k!
Iw (X0) •
We now turn to the Taylor series expansion about the point xoGlR11 of a real- 
valued function f :  IRn —► IR.
Let x and X0 be fixed vectors in IRn and let z =  X0 +  a(x — X0). Define 
F : IR1 -+IR1 by ([l]):
F(a) =  f(z) =  f(x0 +  a(x -  x0)) .
Using the chain rule, we obtain
dF _  df dz df
d a  dz dt dz
(x -  x0)
(--a v I'V
and
do2 d a  da
d , d F , , A t d / df t̂(— ) = ( X - X 0) ^ ( - )
(  VT d t  df \T=  ( X - xO) r ( r )dz dz da
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IT
( X - X 0)̂
d2f
\  /
(x - X 0)




f(x) =  Ffl) =F(O) +  T -F '(0) +  I .  F" (O) -F
f(x) =  f(x„) F  T- f' (x„)(x -  x0) F  T .(x -  x0)Tf" (xo)(x -  x0) F
and




dx2 dx  dx
\
92f 92f 82i
S x 1 Sx1 Sx2 S x1Sxn
92f S2 f S2 f
9x29x! S x 2 Sx2Sxn
92f S2 f S2 f
SxnS x1 SxnSx2 9x2
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